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Grid-scale battery storage
Nearly 2GW of capacity in USNearly 2GW of capacity in US
4.5GW annually by 2024 (Wood Mackenzie)4.5GW annually by 2024 (Wood Mackenzie)
Increasingly common in Integrated Resource PlansIncreasingly common in Integrated Resource Plans

Fast-ramping and �exibleFast-ramping and �exible
Seven states have procurement targetsSeven states have procurement targets

CA mandate of 1.3 GW by 2020CA mandate of 1.3 GW by 2020
MA target of 1 GW, NJ 2 GW, more...MA target of 1 GW, NJ 2 GW, more...

Costs currently below $1M per 5 MWh (Twitchell, 2019)Costs currently below $1M per 5 MWh (Twitchell, 2019)

MotivationMotivation
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Grid-scale battery stated storage policy objectives:
Peak load managementPeak load management

Reduce peak load = reduce cost of serving loadReduce peak load = reduce cost of serving load

Environmental objectivesEnvironmental objectives

CA AB2514 (storage mandate):CA AB2514 (storage mandate):
"...avoid or reduce the use of electricity generated by high carbon-emitting"...avoid or reduce the use of electricity generated by high carbon-emitting
electrical generating facilities"electrical generating facilities"

Six states have storage integrated into RPSSix states have storage integrated into RPS
Facilitation and integration of renewablesFacilitation and integration of renewables

Directly or indirectly, policy has encouraged energy storage for both environmentalDirectly or indirectly, policy has encouraged energy storage for both environmental
and cost-savings objectivesand cost-savings objectives

MotivationMotivation
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During low-cost, off-peak time periods,During low-cost, off-peak time periods,
a storage operator charges the batterya storage operator charges the battery

With an increase in load, someWith an increase in load, some
emissions increaseemissions increase

During a high-cost, on-peak timeDuring a high-cost, on-peak time
period, operator dischargesperiod, operator discharges

Offsets load, some emissionsOffsets load, some emissions
decreasedecrease

Times that are optimal for (dis)chargeTimes that are optimal for (dis)charge
may not be optimal for emissionsmay not be optimal for emissions

Charge/discharge is determined byCharge/discharge is determined by
private MB, not social MBprivate MB, not social MB

Hourly Price (from Kirkpatrick (2018))Hourly Price (from Kirkpatrick (2018))

Environmental dimension of energy storage

MotivationMotivation
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Emissions impacts of storage depend on the marginal
responding plant
Within a grid and at a particular time, only a subset of plants are "on the margin"Within a grid and at a particular time, only a subset of plants are "on the margin"
and would respond to a change in load (e.g. storage charge/discharge)and would respond to a change in load (e.g. storage charge/discharge)

Nuclear is almost never on the marginNuclear is almost never on the margin
Renewables are rarely on the marginRenewables are rarely on the margin
Marginal responding plants tend to be fossil fuel plantsMarginal responding plants tend to be fossil fuel plants

The emissions changes associated with one additional unit
of storage depend on:

The marginal plant at chargingThe marginal plant at charging
The marginal plant at dischargeThe marginal plant at discharge
The "roundtrip ef�ciency" (how much energy stored is lost)The "roundtrip ef�ciency" (how much energy stored is lost)

MotivationMotivation
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The marginal responding plant varies by location, time
and the portfolio of plants participating in the marketand the portfolio of plants participating in the market

MotivationMotivation
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But any policy claim that ties battery storage to emissions
decreases is assuming the emissions impacts are known.
But they are largely not knownBut they are largely not known

MotivationMotivation
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This paper answers these two This paper answers these two questions:questions:

What is the net change in emissions per MWh of storage?
CO2CO2
Criteria pollutantsCriteria pollutants

Dollarized (externalities)Dollarized (externalities)

What can be said about net emissions for the grid in the
future?

Renewables increasing market shareRenewables increasing market share
Fossil fuel plants retireFossil fuel plants retire
Batteries are durable, need to measure effects into the futureBatteries are durable, need to measure effects into the future

Research QuestionsResearch Questions
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ExistingExisting
LiteratureLiterature
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Marginal responding plant
Holland and Mansur (2008)Holland and Mansur (2008)

Real time pricingReal time pricing
Holland, Mansur, Muller and Yates (2016) & Graff-Zivin, Mansur, and KotchenHolland, Mansur, Muller and Yates (2016) & Graff-Zivin, Mansur, and Kotchen
(2014)(2014)

Electric vehiclesElectric vehicles
Silver-Evans, Azevedo, Morgan and Apt (2016), Callaway, Fowlie, and McCormickSilver-Evans, Azevedo, Morgan and Apt (2016), Callaway, Fowlie, and McCormick
(2017), Sexton, Kirkpatrick, Harris and Muller (2018)(2017), Sexton, Kirkpatrick, Harris and Muller (2018)

Solar panelsSolar panels
Hittinger and Azevedo (2015), Carson and Novan (2013) (Texas only)Hittinger and Azevedo (2015), Carson and Novan (2013) (Texas only)

Storage. Uses aggregate generation (potentially biased)Storage. Uses aggregate generation (potentially biased)
Holland, Mansur, Muller and Yates (2020)Holland, Mansur, Muller and Yates (2020)

Marginal emissions by yearMarginal emissions by year

Grid simulations
Tuohy and O'malley (2009), Sioshansi (2011)Tuohy and O'malley (2009), Sioshansi (2011)

LiteratureLiterature
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Stacked dispatch curve
Take the marginal cost for each plant and order them lowest Take the marginal cost for each plant and order them lowest  highest highest

Abstracting away from congestion, market power, ramping constraintsAbstracting away from congestion, market power, ramping constraints

Source: EIASource: EIA

MethodsMethods

→→
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How to identify marginal responding plant
In a perfect world, add a little bit of demand to the grid and observe whichIn a perfect world, add a little bit of demand to the grid and observe which
plants increase output.plants increase output.
Unable to experimentally alter demand, but as-good-as-random �uctuationsUnable to experimentally alter demand, but as-good-as-random �uctuations
could expose marginal responders.could expose marginal responders.
Conditional on a rich set of �xed effectsConditional on a rich set of �xed effects, hourly demand could be as good as, hourly demand could be as good as
random.random.

MethodsMethods
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Potential threat: renewable capacity increases
Shifts, Shifts, but does not re-orderbut does not re-order stacked supply curve stacked supply curve
Renewables add in bottom (zero marginal cost), so added renewables areRenewables add in bottom (zero marginal cost), so added renewables are
equivalent to shifting total load.equivalent to shifting total load.

Source: EIASource: EIA

MethodsMethods
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Solution: Bin by load.
 an increase in renewable penetration is equivalent to a step down in net load an increase in renewable penetration is equivalent to a step down in net load

served.served.

Future (high-renewable) marginal response is approximated well by the 2ndFuture (high-renewable) marginal response is approximated well by the 2nd
highest binhighest bin
2nd highest bin is approximated by 3rd highest bin, etc.2nd highest bin is approximated by 3rd highest bin, etc.

MethodsMethods

⇒⇒
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EstimationEstimation
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 varies: varies:

over plant over plant 
over hour over hour 
over month over month 
over grid region over grid region 

 FEs absorb seasonal and time-of-day FEs absorb seasonal and time-of-day
variationvariation

plant plant 
hour hour 
month month 
Weekday/weekend Weekday/weekend 

Marginal Responding Plant estimation
For each plant For each plant  and plant-level emissions  and plant-level emissions , estimate:, estimate:

Captures plant-level response to variation in load(s) conditional on the season-Captures plant-level response to variation in load(s) conditional on the season-
plant-hour-weekday/end FE's.plant-hour-weekday/end FE's.

MethodsMethods
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Marginal Responding Plant estimation
For each plant For each plant  and plant-level emissions  and plant-level emissions , estimate:, estimate:

 is the hourly load in MW in region  is the hourly load in MW in region ..
This speci�cation allows plant This speci�cation allows plant  to respond to load anywhere in its to respond to load anywhere in its
interconnectioninterconnection

MethodsMethods
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Total emission response for region , hour  in month :

This is the This is the total change in emissions per 1MW increase in total change in emissions per 1MW increase in 

Sum over all plants Sum over all plants 
For globally mixing pollutants like For globally mixing pollutants like ..
For criteria pollutants where impact is dependent upon location of emissions,For criteria pollutants where impact is dependent upon location of emissions,
dollarize �rst, then sum.dollarize �rst, then sum.

MethodsMethods
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Accounting for solar insolation (Sexton et al., 2018)
For each plant For each plant , estimate:, estimate:

 may be correlated with plant output  may be correlated with plant output  and  and  (AC usage), (AC usage),
which would bias which would bias ..

Control for Control for  with index constructed from solar insolation  with index constructed from solar insolation 
capacity by region capacity by region ..
Not yet implementedNot yet implemented

MethodsMethods
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Increased renewables

Summed daily load is used to bin each day into one of 4 bins.Summed daily load is used to bin each day into one of 4 bins.

Coef�cient Coef�cient  is plant  is plant 's response to region 's response to region  load (conditional on FEs) at load (conditional on FEs) at
hour hour  in month  in month  when daily load is in bin  when daily load is in bin ..

Use Use  to approximate the emissions response during peak periods (bin 4). to approximate the emissions response during peak periods (bin 4).

MethodsMethods
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DataData
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Plant emissions data:Plant emissions data:

CEMS 2010-2018 for 1,585 plantsCEMS 2010-2018 for 1,585 plants
Reports hourly plant-speci�c emissions of Reports hourly plant-speci�c emissions of , , , ,  (and gross (and gross
generation)generation)

EPA eGridEPA eGrid
Plant-level information updated every 2 yearsPlant-level information updated every 2 years
Plant type, location, subregionPlant type, location, subregion

Load data:Load data:

FERC Form 714 (2010-2018)FERC Form 714 (2010-2018)
Planning Area hourly loadPlanning Area hourly load
Merged to balancing control areas, then to subregionsMerged to balancing control areas, then to subregions
Subregions aggregated when small, unstable, or designations vary overSubregions aggregated when small, unstable, or designations vary over
timetime

NREL NSRDB dataset for hourly, point-speci�c solar insolationNREL NSRDB dataset for hourly, point-speci�c solar insolation

DataData

CCOO22 NNOOxx SSOO22
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Dollarizing emissions:Dollarizing emissions:

Using AP3 (Clay, Jha, Muller and Walsh, 2019)Using AP3 (Clay, Jha, Muller and Walsh, 2019)
County-of-emission speci�c per-mass value for NO_x, SO_2County-of-emission speci�c per-mass value for NO_x, SO_2

Not yet including PM2.5.Not yet including PM2.5.
CO2 at $41/ton from Interagency Working Group (2016).CO2 at $41/ton from Interagency Working Group (2016).

DataData
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ResultsResults
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Un-binned results from (1)

ResultsResults
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Un-binned results from (1)

ResultsResults
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Operation of storage
Combine storage operational decisions (charge/discharge) with emission responseCombine storage operational decisions (charge/discharge) with emission response

Time-of-day operational rule:Time-of-day operational rule:

Charge during 4 lowest cost hoursCharge during 4 lowest cost hours
Discharge during 4 highest cost hoursDischarge during 4 highest cost hours
Assume a 85% roundtrip ef�ciency (15% of energy lost in storing/discharging)Assume a 85% roundtrip ef�ciency (15% of energy lost in storing/discharging)

Future task: OptimizationFuture task: Optimization

Perfect foresightPerfect foresight

ResultsResults
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ResultsResults
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ResultsResults
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ResultsResults
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Net effect withNet effect with
high renewablehigh renewable
penetrationpenetration
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ResultsResults
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ResultsResults
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ResultsResults
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ResultsResults
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Thank you! Thank you! 
jkirk@msu.edujkirk@msu.edu
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